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Get ready for the brand new BajaBoard
Australian start-up unveils the world’s most advanced 4WD skateboard

Australian start-up BajaBoard unveiled their latest 
prototype last week - the BajaBoard Gen2. Aimed at 
board riders, the BajaBoard is a brand new 4WD all-
terrain electric skateboard that stands out for its stability, 
high power and agility, thanks to its patent pending full 
suspension design and 12kW power rating.

In a major leap forward from existing electric skateboards/
longboards, the BajaBoard’s design offers a number of 
world-first innovations:

• Electronic differential
• Double wishbone suspension system with shock absorbers
• Dynamic wheel camber, caster and toe angle
• Dual throttle control (for front and rear axles)

Thanks to these features, the board offers outstanding torque, stability and manoeuvrability. It 
handles uphills effortlessly and provides a self-restricted top speed of 50km/h. With regenerative 
braking implemented and easily exchangeable battery packs planned, the BajaBoard will offer hours 
of excitement. It’s sized similarly to a mountainboard, weighs approximately the same as a mountain 
bike (under 20kg) and fits wholly into the trunk of a normal sedan.

It’s also the only electric board designed to handle the jumps and drops otherwise reserved for the 
more extreme snowboarders and mountainbike riders. The BajaBoard opens up new possibilities in 
the action and board sports scene for both professionals and weekend riders – all the while being 
CO2 emission free.

Currently, the BajaBoard Gen2 demo board is being tested in order to develop a final design that 
will be launched through a Kickstarter campaign in a couple of months. This popular crowdfunding 
platform will allow users to pre-order their own BajaBoard and help the launch of this ground-
breaking project.
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http://www.bajaboard.com.au/ftp/BajaBoard-pictures.zip

BajaBoard is an Australian start-up founded by James Murphy and George Li, dedicated to developing 
and commercialising the world’s most advanced and extreme electric board. Initially conceived in a 
garage, the BajaBoard has been in development for over two and a half years. The BajaBoard team 
currently consists of four young professionals that work together with the goal of making  BajaBoard 
an exciting new active sport and communication icon. 
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